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置上，进行 Mean-shift 算法迭代。如果 Mean-shift 算法跟踪效果比较好，则采用












































Moving target tracking in the video stream related to many fields such as Digital 
Image Processing, Video Image Processing, Pattern Recognition and Artificial 
Intelligence. It is a strong cross-cutting discipline. The variety shapes of the   
tracked target, the complexity of the environment and the occlusion problem make the 
robust target tracking problem difficult. So, find a real-time and robust moving target 
track method is still a huge challenge in image processing field. 
First, we use classic mean-shift algorithm to track object, and then proof that the 
tracking will be failed in the condition that the environment is complexity and target 
occlusion happened. In order to improve tracking performance in the condition that 
the color distribution of the target is similar to the color distribution of the background, 
we introduce a mean-shift tracking algorithm based on the corner. Different with the 
classic mean-shift algorithm that use all points in the selected region, mean-shift 
algorithm based on corners only use the feature points that extracted by Harris 
algorithm. Using small number of key point to model target can remove smooth part 
of the image and suppress the interference of background on the target location. 
Finally, We explores the combination of Kalman filtering framework and Mean-shift 
algorithm. Using mean-shift algorithm to iterate on the target location that predicted 
by Kalman filter. If the performance of the meanshift algorithm is better, then we use 
the position of meanshift iteration as target location, and then update Kalman filter 
else use kalman filter predicted position as target location. 
At last, to solve long-term tracking of unknown objects in a video stream 
problem,we introduce a long time track model. The model combine tracking 
algorithm, machine learning with target dectector.  The track follows the object from 
frame to frame. The detector localizes all appearances that have been observed so far 
and corrects the tracker if necessary. The learning estimates detector’s errors and 
updates it to avoid these errors in the future. We use growing and purning to estimates 
the errors. Growing estimates missed detections and purning estimates false alarms. 















we use the results of experiments to analyze our tracking performance. The results of 
experiments show that our algorithm can not only more long time to track target but 
also lower computer complexity, satisfy the requirements of real-time. 
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